Installed for 26 Years - "Still Look Great!"

Will not rust, crack, chip or need painting.
Dawn,
I received the replacement Nutron lamp post part and as you know it fit perfectly and restored my set of driveway lamps to
operational condition. Thanks for your assistance.
I did a bit of research and found some of my original documents when I purchased and installed the 6 Classic Lamp fixtures. I
found I purchased these in 1986 – making these to be 26 year old installations. These Classic fixtures with the Acorn globes have
received lots of praise over the years. The fixtures are great looking
driveway illuminators and have not lost the “Classic” look in all these years.
They still retain the “cast iron” look and the globes are still brilliant white
diffusers even though the only cleaning they get is rain, snow, and wind. I
now use CFL “60 watt replacement” bulbs in the lamps. The CFL in this
application do last about 4 years each. This compares to a few months for
an older incandescent style. I am going to be adding lamps to my lake place
this summer and I will be looking at your product line for similar long
lasting products with excellent long life.
I might add that the environment here in Spokane is a typical northern
snow belt. The low temperatures are -20F during part of the winter and
can reach 100 F during the summer. The most mechanical stress these
endure occurs during the winter when I use a large two-stage snowblower
to clear the driveway. I have never worried about “avoiding” the lamps
with the massive snow being thrown off the driveway. They just seem to
wiggle a little and shake it off – no harm at all.
I have attached pictures taken during this winter for your use with
testimonial. Feel free to use them or request additional if you wish.
Thanks again;
Scott R. Hamilton, P.E.
Spokane, WA 99218

